Trends in in-patient hospital utilization and surgical procedures for breast, prostate, lung and colorectal cancers in Canada.
To analyse population-based trends of in-patient surgical procedures for breast (female), prostate, lung and colorectal cancers. The Hospital Morbidity Files supplied hospital data and the Canadian Cancer Registry, incidence data. Age-adjusted rates were standardized to the 1991 Canadian population. All four cancers showed major changes in trends of surgical procedures. For breast cancer, the rate of in-patient breast conservation surgery (BCS) increased from 1981 to the early 1990s while the rate of mastectomy decreased. Because day surgery was not included, the subsequent in-patient BCS rate stayed level. For prostate cancer, the rate of transurethral prostatectomy was initially high but decreased after 1990, while the rate of radical prostatectomy increased rapidly, only minimally affected by the PSA-related peak in incidence. The lung cancer lobectomy rate in men remained at 10/100,000 after 1986, but in women rose from 3/100,000 to 7/100,000, reflecting increasing lung cancer incidence. For colorectal cancer, right hemicolectomies and anterior resections increased, especially in men. Surgery trends reflected changes in incidence and treatment preferences. Canadian trends were generally similar to US trends, although the timing of some of the changes differed. Canadians tended to use less invasive procedures such as BCS and anterior resection.